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1. Introduction and notation. Let G be the free group on free gen-

erators ai, Oi, • ■ ■ , ar. Let w(x) he any freely reduced word in G*{x}

other than the empty word. Define U(w) to be the set of elements

w=w(ai, - • • , aT) of G which satisfy w(u) = \. Let 71, 72, • • ■ be a

set of parameters (variables for integers). An expression W=

w"1 w22 • ■ ■ w^m is called a parametric expression over G if the w, are

words on Si • • • a, and the ay are polynomials in the parameters y3:

A value of W is the word on oi, • • ■ , ar resulting from substituting

integer values for the 7; appearing in W. Lyndon [3] effectively

associates with w(x) a finite set of parametric expressions over G

such that U(w) is precisely the set of all values of these parametric

expressions. Lyndon's argument does not bound the number of

parameters required. Lorenc [l] showed that at most two parameters

were required in each parametric expression. We prove the following

theorem.

Theorem. U(w) is the set of values obtained by substitution of positive

integers into a finite set of parametric expressions which are effectively

obtainable from w(x) and contain at most one parameter in each expres-

sion.

Much of the notation and many of the arguments in this paper may

be found either explicitly or implicitly in [3].

If w is a cyclically reduced word onai, • • • , a, and w is not a proper

power, (i.e., w is not a formal w-fold repetition of one of its subwords

for m > 1), we call w primitive. We use | w\ to denote the length of w as

a freely reduced word on the a*. The following lemma is proved in [4].

Lemma LS. If v and w are primitive and have powers vm and wn,

m, n>0 with common initial segment of length \v\ +\w\ then v=w.

A consequence of Nielsen's proof of the subgroup theorem is the

fact that if n elements generate a free group of rank n then they gen-

erate it freely. We use it in the following form:

Lemma N. If Wix, y) is a word on generators x and y in G*{x}*{y}
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and u(ax, • ■ ■ , aT); v(ax, ■ ■ • , ar) satis/y W(u, v) = 1 in G then u and v

are powers o/ a common element.

The following notational conventions are observed. Variables on

words range over freely reduced words in Oi, • • ■ , aT. We write

uv — u-v if uv is freely reduced, that is, if the final letter of u is not the

inverse of the initial letter of v. Writing uvw = u-v-w includes the

requirement that ft = 1 implies uw = u-w.

Since w(x) is conjugate to a word ending in a power of x except in

the trivial case in which it is x-free and w(x) = 1 has no solutions, and

since solutions are preserved under conjugation, we may assume

w(x)=Cxxeic2 ■ ■ ■ CtX'twheree,= +1 for 1 ̂ i^tande* = —e»_iimplies

c.s^l. The Ci are called the coefficients of w(x), t is called the degree of

w(x) and TkT, twice the maximum of the lengths of the Ci, is called the

size otw(x).

The ordered triple of words u, v, w is called a singular triple if there

exist u', w', p and q such that u = u'-p, w = q-w' and v=p~1-q~1. The

following proposition, due to Nielsen, is used in a form found in [3].

Proposition 1. 7/ Wiw2 ■ ■ ■ wn = l, w^l, then at least one 0/ the

triples (1, Wx, w2), (wx, w2, w3), ■ ■ • , (wn-i, w„, 1) is singular.

The following notational convention is used. When a word 5 is being

considered, s2,+i and s2,+2 will be used for initial and terminal segments

of 5 respectively, with 5 = s2,+i■ s2i+2 (e.g. s = sx-s2 = s3-Si etc.).

2. Proof of the Theorem. First we prove a combinatorial lemma.

Lemma 1. Let v = snptm with s, t primitive with both \s"\ and \tm\

greater than \p\ +\s\ +\t\. Let j and k be the largest integers such that

\sJ\ <\s"\ -\p\ -\s\ -\t\, \tk\ <\tm\ -\p\ -\s\ -\t\. Then either

there exists some nonempty word w such that v = s'-w-tk or /or some g, h,

we have s=g-h, t = g~1-h~1 and v = (gh)ag/or some integer a. 1/ in par-

ticular t = s_1 and m — n then either v = sj-w-s~i or v=p=ss /or some

integer fi.

Proof. Let snp = S-q, S an initial segment of sn and q a terminal

segment of p. Let qtm = r-T, r an initial segment of q, T a terminal

segment of tm. If r^-1 then v = S-r-T. If r = l, first consider the case

that the cancellation between 5 and T is less than | s\ + \ t\. In both

these cases v contains the required initial s' and terminal tk. If the

cancellation between S and T exceeds |s\ +\t\, by Lemma LS we

have s=sx-s2, t — tx-k, S = sx(s2sx)a, T=(t2-tx)bti with s2s1 = (t2tx)~~1. The

shorter of S and T will cancel entirely into the longer, say, by sym-

metry,  T into 5 where S = sagT~1 with s=g-h.  It follows that t
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= g~1-hr1 and v = igh)ag. If s~x = t then the condition s2.Si = (Wi)~1

becomes SiSi = is$1sl1)~1 and SiSi = SiS3. But si=sz, for if not s25i, a

cyclic permutation of a primitive word and hence a primitive word, is

equal to a cyclic permutation of itself contradicting primitivity. But

now v = srSiSi 1s~'1 = 5r~3. Thus p = sr~9.

Lemma 2. If y, y, s-y or y, y, s-y1 is a singular triple with \y\ >\s\

then y = s"S3-Si1s~m, m, n — 0 and s is cyclically reduced. The triples

y, s-y, y and y-s, y-s, y~1 cannot be singular.

Proof. If y, y, s-y is singular, write y = s"S3-z-Si1s~m where n, m,

\si\ and j ̂ 31 are maximal. Then we have s"s3zsi 1s~m, s"s3zs:[1s~m,

sn+1s3zsi 1s~m singular. If m = n we have sns3zsi1, sn~ms3z, SiSn~ms3zsY1s~m

singular. But now we note that if z^l the maximality hypotheses

yield a contradiction. Furthermore, if sns3^l we have either ss3 = s-s3

with 53 nontrivial or s2 = s-s, hence 5 is cyclically reduced. On the

other hand, if y = s1'1s~m, we have s'[1s~m, Si1s~m, s-Si1s~m singular,

with m^l by our length hypothesis. This leaves isi1s2~1)ms'[1,

isi1S21)m~1Si1, 51"ls_m singular. But this is a contradiction. The argu-

ment for the case m>n and that for y, y, s-y-1 are very similar.

If we assume y, s-y, y is singular lety =yi-Si1s~m with sf's-™ maxi-

mal. Now if m — 1, yi-s'[1s~(m~1), yi-s^xs~m, yi-s71s~m is singular and, if

m = Q, yi, Si-yi-Si1, yi-sT1 is singular. In the former case maximality of

Si1s~m requires that yi be an initial segment of sm~1Si or yi = sm~1si-z.

In either situation we are left with an impossible singular triple. In

the case m =0 the situation is similar.

If we assume y-s, y-s, y-1 is singular, let y = yi• 52sn with s2s" maxi-

mal. Now yi-SiSn+1, yi, s2Si, y1 is singular. Let s~msl1 be the largest

initial segment of s~(n+1)s21 with yi = s~msl1-z. Then s~msl1-z

• iSiSn+1s~msZ1), z-s2Si, 2_1, SiSm is singular. But this is contradictory

since s2Si = s2■ Si^ 1 and z^l implies no further cancellation except

in zz.

Now we consider a set of parametric words containing the set U(w)

in its set of values. Since the number of words on a finite alphabet of

length bounded by any constant is finite and since it is clearly effec-

tive to determine if a particular word u satisfies w(u) = 1 we may

restrict attention to solutions of length greater than X for any fixed X.

For simplicity of exposition we restrict attention to solutions of length

L>iM where Mis the size of wix).

Let u be such a solution of wix) = 1. Then (ci«ei) id.u^) ■ ■ • icrW")

= 1. In the case that t = 3 the part of Proposition 1 concerning end

triples (1, Wi, w2) and (wn-i, wn, 1) may be ignored. We will henceforth
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assume, using Proposition 1, that t^3 and for some i, (d-xu'^),

(c-u"4), (ci+xuei+l) is singular. It will easily be seen that if / = 2 then we

have a special case of the parametric word we develop while t = 1 is

trivial.

Now, since \c\ ^M tor every coefficient c and \u\ >47kf by hy-

pothesis we must have either u"-1, d, u" or ue<, ci+x, uei+1 singular.

But we may assume the former since the problem which develops

from the antiautomorphism reversing left and right and replacing all

elements with their inverses is identical to the original problem.

We wish to show that every such solution u is of the form d-za-yb-/

where d and / have length less than 2M, z and y are primitive with

length less than or equal to M and a and b are nonnegative integers.

Moreover we wish to show that d, z, y and / are restricted to a finite

number of possibilities determinable from the ct. We first note that if

we can obtain the form d ■ za ■ yb ■/ with z, y cyclically reduced then we

need only let z be the unique primitive word with z — zm and y the

unique primitive word with y=y". Hence we will just show that y and

z are cyclically reduced.

We may assume e, = 1 since replacing x by x"1 in w(v) and replacing

u by n_1 makes no essential change. First we suppose e,_i = l. Then

d = p~1-r~1, u—r-v-p where \v\ >3M.

Case 1. ei+x = 1 ■ Then c,_in, c.-m, c,+im = c,_i (r-v-p), (p-1 • r~x)(r ■ v■ p),

ci+x(r-vp) is singular. Hence c,-_iro, v-p, ci+xrvp is singular, and since

|»| >3Tkf and each other letter represents a word of length at most

M/2, we must have ci+lrv=p~1-w where either w = s-v or v — s-w for

some 5. Now v = s-w leads to w, s-w,w singular which is impossible by

Lemma 2 and hence w = s-v where 5 is a subword of d+xr and hence

one of a finite number of possibilities determinable from ct and ci+x

of length 5J M. By length considerations and the fact that less than

half of v may cancel in the product vv we have v,v, s-v singular. Hence,

by Lemma 2, s is cyclically reduced and u = r-sns3-Si1s~m-p = rsi

■ (SiSs)"- (s1~1Si1)m-Sx1p and we have obtained the required form since

s*S3 and Si^Si1 as cyclic permutations of primitive words are primitive.

Case 2. ei+x = — 1. Then c,_i«, au, ci+1u~1 = ct-x(r-v-p),

(p-'-r-^^-vp), ci+x(p~1-v~1-r~1) is singular and hence c^rv, v-p,

£i+rp-1z>-1r-1 is singular. Now ci+ip~1=p~1-w~1 and either v~1 = s-w~1

or w-1=s-ft_1. The former leads to w-s~1=v, w-s-1, w-s-1, wr1 singu-

lar which is impossible by Lemma 2. In the latter case v, v, s-v-1 is

singular and Lemma 2 gives the desired form as before.

Next we suppose e,_i=— 1. Then ci = g-h~1-g-1 with h cyclically

reduced and u=ghmhx-v for some v.
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Case 3. ei+i= — 1. Let ci+i = k~1-l~1-k, I cyclically reduced. Then v

is some terminal segment of l"k for some w^O and u=ghmhi-Ulrk or

u=ghmhi • k2 and each is expressible in the proper form.

Case 4. et+i = 1. This is essentially symmetric to Case 2.

Now we have shown that the values of a finite number of para-

metric expressions of the form d-za-y$-f include all solutions u of

wix) = 1 of length at least 4M. We will examine such solutions. Con-

sider a particular parametric expression d-za-yP-f. If only a finite

number of values of one of the parameters yields solutions, the solu-

tions determined by this expression are also determined by a finite

number of expressions involving only the other parameter. Hence in

showing that we can eliminate two parameter expressions we need

consider only expressions such that the values of a and /3 yielding

solutions are unbounded. Thus, where t is the degree and M the size

of wix) we examine a particular value u=d-za-yb-f where \za\

>it+6)M, \yb\ >it + 6)M. We may assume y^z and y, z^l for

otherwise we would have an instance of d ■ za •/, a one parameter ex-

pression in our list, and clearly 25^y~x by definition of free reduction.

We will show that under the conditions described u cannot be a solu-

tion and hence the solutions form an effective finite set of one param-

eter expressions. Furthermore we will note that the solution expres-

sions d-za-f obtained are solutions for every a with \z"\ > it + 6)Mand

hence, for appropriate n, idzn)-za-f gives solutions for every non-

negative value of a.

Suppose   that   w(u) = l.    Then    aid-za-yh-f)eic2id-za-yb-f)<* ■ ■ ■

Ctid-z"-yb-f)e' = l.   After  cyclic   permutation  we   may  rewrite  this

7172 • • ■ 7( = 1 where 7^ is one of the following expressions:

(++)    ybfcidza (—+)    z-ad~1cidza

(+-)   ybfdf-1y-b      (--)   z--d-1cif-1y-b

We note that if e,_i = 1 and e,- = — 1 then 7; has sign -\-etc. Hence

the second sign on 7< must correspond to the first on 7,+i.

Now we will use Lemma 1 and Lemma N to show that the assump-

tions that \z"\ >(l+6)M, \yb\ >(t+6)M, y^z*1, lead to a contra-

diction.

First we assume that it is not the case that y=g-h, z = g~1-h~1 for

any g, h. Then using the argument of Lemma 1 we note that the entire

word yfcidz cannot have cancelled in the reduction of 7,-. But yf = y-f

and dz = d-z so either yi=yb~1-w-za~1 or, if either z or y cancels in

yfcidz, eitherfci = v-d~1 or cid=f~1-v, and \fctd\ <2M. Thus if b' and

a' are minimal such that  \yb'\ ^\yb\ — \fcid\ —\y\ —\z\ >,(t+6)M
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-2M-M-M=(t + 2)M     and      |z°'|  ^ |z°| - \/ctd\ - \y\
— \z\ ^ (r-(-2)Tkf, we must have ( + +a) yi=yb'-w-za'.

The situation for type (— —) is symmetric and yields reduced form

(— —a) z~a'-w-y~b' with the same length restriction. By Lemma 1,7,

of type H— may have reduced form (+—a)yh'■w-y~b" with \yb'\,

\yb"\ >(t+2)Mor (+ -b),yn5*1 where \yn\ SM.

If all 7, are of type b (i.e. (-\—b) or (—\-b)) then 71 • • • yt is a

product of factors which are alternately nontrivial powers of y and 2,

hence by Lemma N, y and 2 are powers of a common element, whence,

by primitivity, y = z±1 contradicting our assumption. Now suppose

that at least one of the 7,- is of type a. Then the length of its initial

and terminal y° or zb is greater than the sum of the lengths of all the

2"» and y"> which could arise from 7,- of type b. If we can show that

no such initial ya or zb can fully cancel then we will contradict the

hypothesis that yt ■ ■ •7« = 1. Consider a subword za'ynizm ■ ■ ■

y"iz~a". For this to cancel za' fully we must (by Lemma 1) have

ymzm . . . ynj—zn for some r_ But this gives a nontrivial word in y and

2 which is 1 and by Lemma N, y = 2±1. On the other hand in a subword

za.ynizni . . . zn,yb'^ Lemma 1 requires y=g-h, z=g~1-h~1 for some

g, h. Hence we are forced to the conclusion that y=g-h, z = g~1-h~1

for someg, h, and since y?^2_1 neither g nor hisl.

Now, by Lemma 1 we may have additional forms of yt, (++c)

(gh)"g and (-c)(g~1h-1)ng-1. We note ghg^hr1^! for gh = hg im-

plies that y is not primitive. If no 7,- of type a appears then we have

7i ■ • • 7n a word on g and h. We will show that it is nontrivial, and

hence by Lemma N, g and h commute. Note that if the type of yi ends

in +(e.g. ++c, —\-b) its terminal symbol is g or hr1 while if it be-

gins + its initial symbol is g or hr1. Since the type of 7,+i must begin

+ if that of gi ends +, trivial cancellation is here precluded. Similarly

if the type of yt ends with— its terminal symbol is g_1 or h as is the

initial symbol of 7,+i. Hence 71 • • • yt is a nontrivial word on g and h.

If any 7,- is of type a the corresponding conditions on first and last

symbols hold but now Lemma 1 applies to force cancellation of gh

against g_1A_1 and contradict primitivity of y. Thus the two param-

eter possibilities are eliminated.

Now we have a class of parametric expressions which may be effec-

tively found in the form d-z"-/, since our proof consisted in showing

z—y. Now we need only show that there is an effective test to see if

for particular d, z and /,d-z" ■/ is a solution for every value a of a with

I 201 > (/ + 6)Tt7 and if not show that no such value yields a solution.

We may check solutions by defining 8, similarly to the 7,- above,

i.e.,   if  we   consider   cx(d-z"■/)elc2(d-za-f)e' • ■ ■ c((d-za-/)ei  we  write
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8i=fc2dz" or fdf"1z~'x or d~1cif~1z~a or d~xCidza. But now for the large

values of a we consider, the solutions are clearly independent of the

particular value of a as long as | za\ > it+6)M, for we obtain cancella-

tions of z"' against z~a" where a' —a" depend only on some subset of

/, d and d. On the other hand we may choose the smallest substitu-

tion a for a with \za\ > it+6)M so our test is effective.
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